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Chapter 1 : Useful Hebrew for Travelers: Words & Phrases to Use in Israel
Hebrew Words for Travelers in Israel A fun guide to some of the more useful (and some less useful) Hebrew words and
phrases for travelers to Israel. Posted by Adam on 26 July in Israel, Learn Languages, Travel Tips.

The very first time I traveled to Israel, I quickly become fascinated with the language. But not in such a
positive way. Israel has two official languages: The sounds are similar, both read right-to-left, but if you look
at the letters, the two languages appear quite different. And honestly, if you ask me, the Arabic script is
strangely beautiful while the Hebrew letters come across as big and clunky. In speech, I always preferred the
sound of Arabic over Hebrew. Also important to note is that just about everyone in Israel and even Palestine
speak perfectly fine English. Hebrew Words for Travelers Hebrew Alphabet So with Hebrew being a different
alphabet and all, there are some English-ified words based on pronunciation. Used for hellos and goodbyes,
and plenty of other uses in between. A word to use whenever you really feel like. Want to go to the beach?
Want to ride bikes? Want to make out on the roof? As in adios, amigo! Nachon Like the Hebrew word tov,
nachon has plenty of uses. Good luck figuring out the conversion. Many are home to great restaurants and
cafes, or even strange amusements like an ostrich farm one I went to near the Sea of Galille. Sherut Sheruts
are essentially shared taxis. The Birthright program is a program set up for young Jews around the world
famously America to come to Israel. Thousands of Birthright tourists arrive every year, most commonly in the
summer, but also in December and January. The program allows applicants from and has several restrictions.
Making Aliyah If you run into enough Birthright tours in Israel, then this is a phrase you might hear a lot.
Making Aliyah refers to the process of immigration to Israel for Jews. As a relatively small country, Israel
provides citizenship to Jews around the world. Zionism is essentially Jewish nationalism for a Jewish state in
what is Israel today. Zionists typically believe that they should immigrate to the Jewish homeland. How do
you find using the language when traveling in Israel? Note the first edition of this guide mistakenly left out the
word used when clinking beer glasses.
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Chapter 2 : Tefillat HaDerech - Traveler's Blessing
You can get around almost anywhere in Jerusalem speaking only English and using (polite) hand gestures. But if you
can add some Hebrew words to your vocabulary, you'll have lots more fun.

You can get around almost anywhere in Jerusalem speaking only English and using polite hand gestures. To
try your hand at it, here are a few Hebrew phrases you are likely to hear over and over again during your stay.
The Hebrew language has its own script, written from right to left. Click here for a Hebrew alphabet chart. So,
for the intrepid linguist â€” here goes: Meeting Someone Shalom Bet you got that one already. You only have
to remember one word for both occasions! In this part of the world, it is our most fervent desire â€” expressed
each time we meet or part. Gagging when you do this is bad form, however. For example, if you hear: If you
can smile prettily and ask the vendor for a discount in passable Hebrew, odds are high the price will drop. If
you are in the shuk, no matter what the answer to the above questions, the proper reply is: Lo, seliha, zeh yoter
mee die. Price should start dropping rapidly. This holds true even in the nicer stores where haggling is
frowned upon. You will almost always get a little something knocked off the total. Any where else, go ahead
and try your luck. All they can say is no, and many times the answer will be yes. Telling Time What time is it?
Refer to the numbers above to figure out the answer. The pivotal words to listen for will be either: Assarah leh
shtayim â€” 10 to 2: If you liked this taste of Hebrew and want more, check out the many ways to learn to
speak Hebrew. You can read our review here. Subscribe to Our Newsletter.
Chapter 3 : Hebrew for Tourists - Israel Message Board - TripAdvisor
If you are preparing for a visit to Israel for personal and /or professional reasons or you just want to become more fluent
in daily conversational Hebrew this class is ideal.

Chapter 4 : Hebrew phrasebook - Wikitravel
Hebrew for Travelers You can learn to speak and understand a number of basic words and phrases in Hebrew by using
the Foreign Languages for Travelers pages. This knowledge can be extremely useful when traveling in any of the
countries listed below.

Chapter 5 : Tefilat HaDerech - Wikipedia
Learn Hebrew FAST with the Ultimate Hebrew Phrasebook for Travel and Beginners! Now you can quickly and easily
master more than 1, Hebrew words and phrases for travel and beginners with this breakthrough new book!

Chapter 6 : Hebrew for Travelers: Learn some Hebrew!
English: English Transliteration: Do you speak? ata medaber? English: anglit: What is your name? aich korim lachca?
Nice to meet you: nayim mayod: Restrooms: sherutim: Where do you live?

Chapter 7 : How to say travel in Hebrew | Morfix English Hebrew Dictionary
This is my top recommendation for the busy Hebrew learner as it's a fun and easy way to fit Hebrew into your everyday
life.. Enjoy learning Hebrew while doing the things you have to do anyway, like running errands, shopping, cooking,
driving, commuting, exercising, waiting in line, walking the dog, cleaning the house, and so on.

Chapter 8 : What is the Hebrew word for traveler
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The Traveler's Prayer â€” also known as the Wayfarer's Prayer or Tefilat Haderekh in Hebrew â€” is a prayer said at the
onset of a journey. It is customary to recite when one embarks on a long trip, regardless of the mode of transport. The
prayer asks God to deliver the traveler safely, to.

Chapter 9 : Useful Hebrew phrases
Essential Hebrew Phrases before Travelling to Israel Posted by Stacey on Fri, 03/29/ - When travelling to Israel it can be
helpful and sometimes necessary to have at least a smattering of Hebrew phrases at your command; here are some
essentials to get you started.
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